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CU College of Music August 2023 Clarinet Audi7on Excerpts for Ensemble 
Placement (Orchestras and All Bands apart from Marching Band)/Professor Daniel Silver 
 

NOTES:  At the end of this document, I’ve made some general sugges=ons for preparing your 
audi=on excerpts. Thank you. 

 

#1) Samuel Coleridge-Taylor:  Romance for Violin OP. 39 

(To be played at the wri1en pitch, star6ng on printed B natural) 



2) L.V. Beethoven Sym. No. 6 in F Major, “Pastorale” Mvt. I/ Measure numbers listed 

 

 
 
3)  MEL (Melanie) BONIS   from Sonata for Flute and Piano MVT II opening 

(Suggested tempo range is doDed quarter c. 88+)/transcribed for CL by DS 
 

 



 
4) Gustav HOLST. Opening SUITE, NO 1.  (Stop at m. 50) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Tips to be*er prepare for audi0on—see next page! 
 
 



 
Audi0on Tips/ Daniel Silver 

 
 

--Daily prac6ce, slowly as needed; when in doubt, do lots of sustained prac6ce with a fuller 

sound, feeling the direc6on of the music, and later, work in shorter notes as appropriate—

no6ce how “more air and less fingers” creates more beauty and power you can harness 

--It should be a given that you are playing accurately in terms of what is on the page—easier 

said than done, but keep this in mind! 

--Frequent use of MM, as rhythmic accuracy is always cri6cal 

--Learn about the composers and the style of the music; study the score, and study recordings—

more than one! 

--Ques6on the style issues. For example, is the dynamic range suited to a concerto soloist or a 

member of a large ensemble?  How freely can you be with the interpreta6on—some6mes VERY 

free, some6mes less so, depending on style, who you are playing with, what the other parts 

dictate, and so on. 

--Record yourself regularly, listen back, and be cri6cal, repeat at least a couple of 6mes each 

week 

--Play for others; do a mock audi6on—pretend you are on stage performing, record this and 

listen back again. 

--Take care of yourself and your equipment; be sure to have enough reeds going for different 

acous6cs—more resonant spaces usually require slightly more resistant reeds to feel 

appropriate to the space, for example. 

--People play well in audi6ons when they are deeply engaged, even excited and relishing the 

opportunity, but also well-prepared, and having done regular work on fundamentals needed by 

any fine performer:  Sound quality, intona6on, rhythm, understanding the style, a wide dynamic 

range, control and variety of ar6cula6ons, a smooth and singing legato, doing what is on the 
page, BUT, ALSO DOING MORE than what is on the page. The audi?on panel is listening for all 
these quali?es, and listening to be moved by what YOU are saying, YOUR sense of 
communica?on and expression.  
 
 

--D. Silver/2023 


